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Magnetic vacancy percolation in dilute antiferromagnets
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Neutron-scattering experiments at the magnetic vacancy percolation threshold concentrationxv , using the
random-field Ising crystal Fe0.76Zn0.24F2, show stability of the transition to long-range order up to fieldsH
56.5 T. The observation of the stable long-range order corroborates the sharp boundary observed in computer
simulations atxv separating equilibrium critical scattering behavior at high magnetic concentration from low
concentration hysteretic behavior. Low-temperatureH.0 scattering line shapes exhibit the dependence on the
scattering wave vector expected for percolation threshold fractal structures.
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The dilute, anisotropic antiferromagnet FexZn12xF2 is an
extensively studied prototype of the three-dimensionald
53) random-field Ising model~RFIM!.1 As a result of the
magnetic vacancies, the magnetic moment is not uniform
this allows a strong coupling to an external magnetic fi
applied along the spin-ordering direction. This constitutes
mechanism for the generation of random fields.2 It was
shown that such a system is in the same universality clas
a pure Ising magnet with random fields imposed.3 Settling
the question of universality of the phase transition does
however, address the effect of vacancies on microscopic
main formation, which can mask the phase transition in s
tering experiments. Such microdomain formation, which
curs since domain walls can take advantage energetical
the vacancies, needs to be well understood in order to p
erly interpret the RFIM behavior of dilute magnets.

For many years controversy surrounded the interpreta
of neutron-scattering experiments1 on the RFIM critical be-
havior of dilute anisotropic antiferromagnets in extern
magnetic fieldsH, particularly, FexZn12xF2 and its less an-
isotropic isomorph MnxZn12xF2. All of these studies, re-
gardless of whether traditional scaling or various pheno
enological models were used in the interpretations, w
done at concentrationsx<0.75.4,5 This was natural since th
strength of the random field increases with dilution a
available field strengths required high vacancy concen
tions to readily create suitably strong random fields. It w
of course, realized that no ordering would take place
magnetic concentration below the magnetic percolat
threshold concentrationxp50.246. The magneticvacancy
percolation threshold concentration occurs atxv512xp
50.754. Below this concentration, vacancies form a clus
that spans the crystal. The significant role of magnetic
cancy percolation in the formation of microdomains was
fully appreciated until recently6 and, prior to that, it was
widely assumed that microdomain formation was an intrin
property of the RFIM as realized in dilute antiferromagne
The microdomain structures for smallx have been studied
extensively.7,8 It has recently been argued that these str
tures play a crucial role in exchange-bias structures imp
tant to magnetic recording technology.9,10 Microscopic do-
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main structure, for which the characteristic length scale
small compared to the instrumental resolution, masks
neutron-scattering critical behavior for two reasons. First,
scattering contribution from microscopic domains is sup
imposed on the scattering from thermal fluctuations, mak
it futile to separate the two. Second, there is a concomi
decrease in the Bragg scattering, which consequently
longer represents the strength of the RFIM order parame
This has been particularly frustrating, since characteriza
of the RFIM transition is important in light of the prese
disagreements between simulations and experiments.6

The critical behavior of Fe0.93Zn0.07F2 using neutron scat-
tering techniques provided evidence11 that microscopic do-
mains could be avoided altogether by doing measuremen
high magnetic concentrations, although very high qua
crystals and high fields are required. Further experime
have been done using Fe0.85Zn0.15F2 and Fe0.87Zn0.13F2.12,13

These experiments are providing the avenue for a comp
experimental characterization of the RFIM universal critic
behavior. It has become quite clear that the behavior at la
x is quite distinct from that at lowx which exhibits micro-
domain structure. Computer simulations6 were done to
model the behavior of the formation of microdomains a
long-range order in FexZn12xF2 in an attempt to understan
how the behavior crosses from one type of behavior to
other. It is suggested by these simulations that lo
temperature metastability and microscopic domain format
vanish abruptly abovex50.76, which closely coincides with
the concentration of the magnetic vacancy percolat
threshold concentrationxv50.754. Apparently, the percolat
ing lattice of vacancies results in the instability of long-ran
order below the transition. In previous experiments, little
tention has been paid to the percolation of magnetic vac
cies. In light of its importance to the understanding of t
RFIM we were motivated to investigate the scattering
Fe0.76Zn0.24F2, which is very close to the critical concentra
tion xv .

Considerable focus has been given to the study of beh
ior near the complementary threshold concentration for m
netic percolationxp512xv , using neutron scattering, spe
cific heat, linear birefringence, magnetization, and
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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susceptibility techniques.14–18 The valuexp50.246 is based
on a calculation including only the dominantJ2 interaction.19

However, for concentrations close toxp , the system is ex-
tremely sensitive to very weak interactions that are insign
cant away fromxp . Spin-glass-like behavior atH50 has
been well characterized. Even far abovexp , large fields
cause a crossover from the low-field microdoma
dominated random-field behavior to the spin-glass-l
behavior.20–25

The neutron-scattering experiments were performed at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory High Flux Isotope Reac
using a double-axis spectrometer configuration. The be
was horizontally collimated to 20 min of arc before and af
the sample and 48 min of arc before the monochromator.
neutron energy was either 13.7 meV on the HB1 spectro
eter or 14.7 meV on the HB1A spectrometer. Neutrons w
higher order energies were eliminated using pyrolytic gra
ite filters. Most of the data were taken with transverse sc
about the (100) antiferromagnetic Bragg point@i.e., Q
5(1,q,0)]. The Fe0.76Zn0.24F2 crystal has an irregular shap
approximately 435310 mm3. It has a resolution limited
Bragg peak, but very small secondary peaks appear foq
.0 in the low-temperature scans, indicating the existenc
more than one crystal in the sample. Near the transit
these tiny peaks are not evident. All the data used in
analysis of the line shapes at low temperatures are on thq
,0 side of the Bragg peak, where no hints of any second
peaks are observed. The thermometry was based on a
mercially calibrated carbon thermometer. However, the th
mometry bridge itself was not well calibrated and the te
perature scale had to be adjusted so that the trans
corresponds to that expected forx50.76. The concentration
was determined to bex50.7660.01 using density measure
ments and the concentration gradient of a few tenths o
percent was determined using room temperature biref
gence techniques.26 An independent determination of th
concentration was made by measuring the absolute bire
gence of the sample and comparing it to the results o
previous study of the concentration dependence of the b
fringence in FexZn12xF2 at room temperature.26 We used a
45 deg wedge to measure the critical angle for the two
larizations, a slightly different technique than employed
the previous work. The concentration determined using
technique isx50.7660.02, consistent with the density me
surement. The interpretation of the results were not dep
dent on this adjustment of the thermometry scale. Two
mary thermal cycling procedures that are often employed
investigate hysteresis in the RFIM include: 1! zero-field-
cooling ~ZFC!, where the sample is cooled in the absence
a field, the field is raised, and the sample is warmed thro
the transition, and 2! field-cooling~FC!, where the sample is
cooled in the field across the transition.

Figure 1 shows scattering intensity vsq, in reciprocal lat-
tice units~rlu!, at H53 and 5 T close to the transition tem
peraturesTc559.3 and 58.6 K, respectively, where the tra
sition at H50 is at approximately 59.8 K. Whereas th
critical scattering from samples withx,xv exhibits strong
hysteresis, it is clear that theuqu.0 critical scattering shown
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in Fig. 1 is free from hysteresis indicating that there is
microscopic domain structure frozen in upon FC.

For experiments free of extinction effects, the magne
Bragg scattering intensity is expected to follow the pow
law behavior

I 5Ms
2;utu2b, ~1!

whereMs is the staggered magnetization andb'0.35 for the
random-exchange model andb'0.16 for the RFIM.13 How-
ever, neutron scattering in high-quality bulk crystals can s
fer from severe extinction; the beam is depleted of neutr
that satisfy the Bragg condition and the scattering intensit
therefore saturated and cannot exhibit the correctT depen-
dence. The extinction effects usually preclude determina
of a reliable value ofb, the critical exponent for the stag
gered magnetization, from an analysis of the neutr
scattering data in very high-quality bulk crystals. The Bra
scattering does show hysteresis, which indicates incomp
FC ordering on very long length scales, relative to the inst
mental resolution. Such hysteresis occurs for allx, is a clear
indication of nonequilibrium behavior, and may be a con
quence of the slow activated dynamics27–30of the RFIM very
close toTc(H).

The FC Bragg intensity, corrected for the background
termined at highT, is shown in the main part of Fig. 2 vsT
for H53 T. The lower inset shows the differing behavio
of ZFC and FC Bragg scattering intensities nearTc(H). The
difference persists to low temperatures where critical scat
ing is very small. Hence, the hysteresis is predominan
from Bragg scattering and not smallq critical scattering. The
upper inset of Fig. 2 shows the critical scattering at smalq,
but well outside the transverse instrumental resolution wh
the Bragg intensity is negligible. The scattering line shap
in this sample are complicated by admixture of critical sc
tering and contributions from the vacancy lattice because
the proximity of this sample toxv , as will be discussed
Hence, we could not confidently analyze in detail the critic
scattering line shape. Nevertheless, we obtained an app
mate accounting of the critical scattering intensity by taki
a squared-Lorentzian line shape folded with the appropr

FIG. 1. ZFC and FC neutron scattering atH53 and 5 T below
but close to the transition temperature. The contributions includ
constant background, critical scattering which is seen to increas
the temperature approachesTc(H), and a Bragg peak due to long
range order.
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resolution correction. It is well documented that the squar
Lorentzian contribution to the line shape is the dominant o
near the transition.1 An overall amplitude had to be chose
for the fit shown in the inset. This same amplitude was
plied to theq50 case and the resulting curve is shown in t
main part of Fig. 2 as the solid curves. Subtracting this fr
the raw data~open symbols! yields the corrected Bragg sca
tering data~filled symbols!. Taking into account the concen
tration gradient rounding of a few tenths of a percent, it
quite apparent that the Bragg intensity data approachTc(H)
with a steep slope, in contrast with scattering experimen31

with x,xv , where the slope is nearly zero.
Although we cannot analyze the data according to Eq.~1!

to obtain b because of extinction, we may still conclud
from the shape of the Bragg intensity vsT that this sample
does not form microscopic domain structure. This is con
tent with the lack of hysteresis in the critical scatteri
shown in Fig. 1. These results suggest that the at least m
of the sample has a concentration above the point wh
domains form at low temperature, a point that simulatio
indicate to bexv .

At the percolation threshold concentrations, magne
sites or magnetic vacancy sites form fractal structures
either case, scattering from the fractal structure will exhib
power-law behavior32,33

I f;q22.53. ~2!

The only difference is that in the case of magnetic vacan
there is also a Bragg scattering peak from the averageMs .
With magnetic site percolation, the averageMs is zero at the
threshold. Since we believe thex50.76 crystal is close to
xv , we plotted the logarithm of the scattering intensity vs t
logarithm of2q for q,0 in Fig. 3. Only some of the scan

FIG. 2. The ZFC and FC antiferromagnetic Bragg peak inten
ties for H53 T. In the main figure, the contribution to the F
intensity atq50 due to critical fluctuations is subtracted from th
data represented by the open symbols to give the corrected int
ties represented by the solid symbols. The upper inset shows
critical scattering off the Bragg peak along with the fit as describ
in the text. The same fit was used to subtract the critical scatte
contribution in the main figure. The lower inset shows the diff
ence between the ZFC and FC intensities. The units for the lo
inset are the same as the main figure.
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are shown; data were taken forH50 and for 2 T,H
,7 T in steps of 0.5 T. Several interesting features
evident.

As shown explicitly for two fields,H55 and 7 T in Fig.
3, the ZFC line shapes, forT529 K or less, are all identica
with theH50 line shape and are the lowest in intensity. F
comparison, a line with a fractal exponent of 2.53 for thr
dimension, with the spectrometer resolution folded in,
plotted in the graph with the amplitude adjusted to fit t
ZFC intensity data. It is clear that the ZFC scattering li
shapes forx50.76 follow Eq.~2! quite well. To contrast this
behavior, we show in Fig. 3 similar data for a sample w
concentration ofx'0.87,12 indicated by the solid triangles
for T555.1 K, only 3.4 K below the transition. The scatte
ing for this concentration, well abovexv , shows little evi-
dence of scattering outside the Bragg region as expe
since the vacancies do not form large fractal structures at
concentration. The behavior for ZFC shown in Fig. 3 su
gests strongly that, forx50.76, the scattering is indeed from
the vacancy percolation fractal structure under the Z
procedure.

The FC data forx50.76 increase in intensity with the
applied field. We compare the data to Eq.~2! by adjusting the
amplitude to fit the data atq51021.7 rlu. It is quite clear that
for H.0 the line shapes deviate strongly from the behav
in Eq. ~2!, more so as the field increases. The inset of Fig
shows the deviations of the intensities from the curves r
resenting Eq.~2! at q520.007,20.009, and20.012 rlu as
a function of the applied field. The deviations forH<6.5 T
increase smoothly with the field. Two possible sources e
for the excess scattering. One is the relief of extinction. T
has been observed for neutron Bragg scattering in the R
experiments on bulk crystals,1 but not for scattering outside
the Bragg region. The other possibility, perhaps more sign
cant, is the scattering from domains, which coexist with a
tiferromagnetic long-range order, which increase in num
with increasing applied field. If the latter is the case, it ca
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FIG. 3. The logarithm of the neutron-scattering intensity vs
logarithm ofq for H50 T and for ZFC atT529 K and FC up to
H57 T at T520 K, well below Tc(H). The background deter
mined at largeq has been subtracted. Only a few sets of data
shown for clarity. All ZFC data lie on the same curve, but onlyH
55 and 7 T data are shown.
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not be ruled out that the domains are in fact in a part of
sample that is below the critical concentration, although s
a part would necessarily be very small since the effects o
are not discernible nearTc(H). Since the total scattering in
FC comes from sources in addition to that of vacancy site
is difficult to analyze in detail.

The difference between FC intensities and Eq.~2! at H
57 T deviate strongly from the smooth curves describ
the data forH<6.5 T, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Th
qualitatively new behavior most likely represents a bre
down of the antiferromagnetic long-range structure forH
.6.5 T. In such a case many more domains are introdu
into the system, resulting in much more scattering intens
This field is consistent with the increasing field at whi
spin-glass-like behavior appears for samples withx,xv , as
shown in Fig. 4. Apparently, even at low-temperatures, lo
range antiferromagnetic order forx50.76 is stable upon FC
for H,7 T, in contrast to the behavior forx,xv , where
metastable domains dominate the scattering under the
procedure. Forx'0.87, only a few percent abovexv , mag-
netization experiments34 indicate that the transition to long
range antiferromagnetic order breaks down only for fie
above H518 T, nearly three times the field that caus
a breakdown in the behavior of the sample withx50.76,
demonstrating the stability of antiferromagnetic order
x.xv .

We have shown that the magnetic concentration range
which equilibrium random-field critical scattering is ob
served for dilute antiferromagnets in an external field ha

FIG. 4. The concentration dependence of the phases observ
FexZn12xF2. For x,xp , the magnetic percolation threshold co
centration, only antiferromagnetic short-range order is possible.
xp,x,xv , microscopic domain formation occurs at low fields a
spin-glass-like behavior occurs at high fields. Forx.xv , antiferro-
magnetic long-range order is stable, without microscopic dom
formation, to very large applied fields. Critical behavior measu
ments can only be reliably done forx.xv . Data are taken from
various experiments cited in the text.
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lower bound atxv . Whereas ourx50.76 crystal shows no
critical scattering hysteresis, it is quite evident for sligh
smaller magnetic concentrations.5 Our results suggest tha
the percolation of vacancy sites occurring forx,xv precipi-
tates the formation of domains belowTc(H) in ZFC prepa-
ration as well as in FC, corroborating the conclusions dra
from simulations.6 A connection between the one dime
sional fractal geometry of vacancy sites at percolation a
three dimensional domains has not been adequately
plained from a theoretical perspective.

It is now evident that there are three magnetic concen
tion regimes ind53 dilute antiferromagnets separated
the percolation threshold concentrationsxp and xv . For x
.xv , long-range antiferromagnetic order is stable up to v
large magnetic fields. Forxp,x,xv the system is unstable
At low fields, the formation of microdomain structure tak
place upon FC for allT,Tc(H) and upon ZFC close to
Tc(H). A spin-glass-like phase forms at high field. Belo
xp , there can be no long-range magnetic order. It is the
ometry of the lattice in question which defines the location
these boundaries, and although we study one particular m
netic lattice type, the body-centered tetragonal structure
FexZn12xF2, our results should apply more generally to d
lute magnets in an applied field.

Interestingly, the specific-heat behavior is not depend
in an obvious way on the concentration. Similar hystere
upon FC and ZFC is observed1 very close toTc(H) for con-
centrations above and belowxv . No specific-heat hysteresi
is observed at lowT. The contrast between the relative in
sensitivity of the specific-heat techniques with the extre
sensitivity of the scattering techniques is certainly due to
greater dependence of the scattering on long length corr
tions that are greatly affected by domain formation. The h
teresis in the case of specific heat is related to the activ
dynamics very close toTc(H) that affects the behavior at a
x and not domain formation, which only occurs forx,xv .

From the results of this investigation, we conclude th
studies of the random-field phase transition should be c
ducted with magnetic concentrations greater thanxv . It is
advantageous to use concentrations not too much gre
than this to maximize the random fields for available appl
fields. However, if the concentration is too close toxv , one
must take into account scattering from the magnetic vaca
percolation cluster. Recent experiments atx50.87 indicate
that, at this concentration, such scattering is negligible.12,13

We thank Stephanie Meyer and Leslie Shelton for ass
ing in the determination of the concentration of the samp
This work was funded by U.S. Department of Energy Gra
No. DE-FG03-87ER45324 and by the Oak Ridge Natio
Laboratory, which is managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for th
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC0
00OR22725.
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